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1. INTRODUCTION 

Various different materials are used for pilot training on the 
equipment used in various types of aircraft. Traditionally, the 
aircraft manual has been an important source of information on 
each part of the aircraft’s structure, as well as its mechanical, 
electronic and digital components. While the operating manual 
remains the main learning resource, a number of multimedia 
resources have been added for better visualisation of certain tasks 
and commands during the panel checklist. The array of available 
printed books can also be a good knowledge resource for 
students aspiring to be private pilots, also known as PPs. This 
pilot category involves certification that allows the individual to 
fly an airplane and carry baggage and passengers without being 
paid or hired.[1] 

Videos, photographs, printed posters, flight simulators and 
virtual reality glasses can also be used to help learn [2] and 
memorise the components of the panels. Each resource has its 
advantages and disadvantages. For example, the simulator is 
fairly complete and close to reality but is not available 24 hours a 
day for everyone, while its cost per hour of use is relatively high 
since it involves sophisticated equipment. Meanwhile, while 

videos present a great deal of detail, they do not involve 
interaction, and in an effort to find the information one is 
looking for, it is sometimes necessary to watch a long video to 
be able to visualise a specific procedure. Software such as 
Microsoft's Flight Simulator [3] and X-Plane [4], among others, 
have a wide base of information and procedures as well as high-
quality graphics.  

However, the purpose of the present work is to create a 
prototype app for smartphones that is easy to use and is 
specifically focused on familiarising the pilot with the panel and 
the respective checklists. Thus, the learning and memorisation of 
a new aircraft, as well as the attendant training, can be faster, 
bringing great savings and, above all, enhanced flight safety. 
Checklists are a critical part of preparing for a flight. Apps such 
as that presented in this paper can be used anywhere without the 
need for computers, screens, joysticks, or any other hardware; in 
fact, all that is required is a smartphone. The app can be used, 
for example, before the pilot goes into a flight simulator. Indeed, 
the app is not intended for use as a kind of flight simulator, but 
a specific and cheap tool to help pilots or students to memorise 
the flight panel components and study them continuously, be it 
at home, in open spaces or even in rooms without an internet 
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connection. Indeed, the main objective of this work was to 
attempt to represent, as realistically as possible, the details of the 
flight panel without the need of computers and in a cost-effective 
and efficient way using readily available technology.  

2. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used for this research with augmented 
reality (AR) training is the human-centred design (HCD) method. 
This method is a multidisciplinary process that involves various 
stakeholders who collaborate in terms of design skills, including 
the individuals who specifically pertain to the process [5], such as 
flight instructors, pilots and students. Interactivity is a key point 
in this field and comes in the form of continuous testing and 
evaluation of the AR system and the related concepts. 

The HCD method is a key component of the human-systems 
integration (HSI) process, which is defined as an interdisciplinary 
technical and management process that integrates human 
considerations within and across all system elements [6]. In this 
context, ISO 13407:1999, part of ICS 13.180 on ergonomics, has 
been withdrawn and revised in terms of ISO 9241-210:2019 
Ergonomics of human-system interaction-Part 210: Human-
centred design for interactive systems. [7] 

The HSI domains define (a) how human capabilities or 
limitations impact the hardware and software and, conversely, (b) 
how the system’s software, hardware, and environment influence 
human performance.[8] 

Meanwhile, there are four principles of HCD [9]: 

• Function allocation between user and technology 

• Design iteration 

• Multidisciplinary design 

• Active involvement of users and a clear 
understanding of user and task requirements. 

These principles are crucial for the concept of this research 
since they are focused on the ergonomics, comfort and 
acceptance of the pilots and students. 

For this study, a prototype mobile app related to AR was built 
based on the Cessna150 aircraft panel, which is used for the 
training of new PPs in a number of flying clubs in Brazil, 
specifically here, the Aero Club of Santa Catarina. This prototype 
provides the pilot with the opportunity to familiarise themselves 
with the panel of a new plane that he/she may fly, accessing it 
on their smartphone anytime, anywhere, and viewing the panel 
in a highly realistic way. Furthermore, perhaps more importantly, 
the pilot can use the main checklist procedures in 3D view, which 
enables a better understanding of certain movements of 
push/pull, rotate, and other movements. 

3. AUGMENTED REALITY 

The technology pertaining to AR involves overlaying virtual 
components in a real-world environment with users viewing it 
using a specific device. For the most part, virtual objects are 
added to the real world in real-time during the user experience 
[10]. To connect with this technology, digital devices such as 
smartphones, tablets and virtual reality glasses (e.g., Microsoft 
Hololens) [11] can be used. The difference between AR and 
virtual reality (VR) is that the latter creates a completely synthetic 
and artificial world in which the user is completely immersed, 
while in the former, the user can observe a real environment with 
virtual objects overlaid. 

With AR, the pilot can observe a virtual flight panel in front 
of them and, using a smartphone, can visualise and study each 
component before moving on to a real physical aircraft. 

The combination of AR and smartphone provides a useful 
tool for training, with the professional able to practice in a 
manufacturing environment [9], a garage or a hangar. When used 
correctly, the AR technology can present a real environment in 
terms of creating virtual objects that mimic real-time applications 
[12]. 

However, the future of AR depends on huge innovations in 
all fields [13], and this paper presents a new way of learning and 
training aircraft-related checklist panels. 

3.1. Augmented reality as a training tool  

This technology is used in various industries [14], military 
environments, and schools and is highly useful in the health field, 
making it possible to visualise the inside of a human body. 
Furthermore, this type of digital interface is suitable for the new 
generations comfortable with the devices used for VR and AR [15]. 

When combined with gamification, educational technologies 
can be improved, largely because the new generations are open 
to experimenting with new virtual competencies and stimuli and 
are highly motivated to win [16]. The same idea can be applied 
to AR, that is, using challenges similar to videogames to promote 
learning and pleasure, as explained in terms of the dopamine 
cycle, which pertains to challenges, achievement and pleasure [17]. 

A recent study conducted on a multi-national European 
sample of pilots regarding the use of AR and gamification [11] 
demonstrated that 72.25 % of the women pilots and 56.25 % of 
the male pilots considered it satisfactory in terms of successfully 
finishing a task, while, overall, 70.74 % of the pilots regarded the 
feedback received for corrective actions as satisfactory. This 
demonstrates that interactivity is important for users. For this 
reason, the third step of the proof of concept presented in this 
paper was created to clarify the number of possibilities this 
prototype can offer.  

3.2. Augmented reality and aviation 

According to the Aviation Instructors Handbook, [18] VR is 

already part of pilot training, while AR is not mentioned. 

Therefore, this field requires more research and more 

applications to find new ways to use this tool, such as external 

inspection, maintenance, procedures using the flight panel and 

various other aspects [19], [20], [21]. 

4. THE PROTOTYPE 

In this paper, a life-size prototype was created and tested by 

six users made up of flight instructors, pilots and students, who 

applied the visualisation of a virtual flight panel employing AR 

to their smartphones or tablets. 

Bringing together the information from the manual, the 

experience of the instructors and pilots who were studying how 

to use different aircrafts, and the proofs of concept, various 

evaluations were created, as shown in Figure 1. A full description 

follows. 

4.1. Preliminary proof of concept 

The prototype was built in Unity 3D, a game development 

platform [22], using Vuforia [23] as the AR technology. Here, it 

was used as a printed marker in banner size (A0), as shown in 

Figure 2. 
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After the first test, a small ‘pocket’ marker was printed, as 

shown in Figure 3. 

The app was developed after several meetings with the 

instructors and several practice flights with the students. The 

assessment was made based on how pilots perform a checklist 

before departure in the aircraft. A sketch was shown with the 

first placement of the instruments and buttons. The size of the 

panel was presented, and the quality of the generated 3D image 

was tested. The result exhibited good aesthetic quality and high 

definition, but still presented little interactivity. After the first 

phase, an enhancement was applied where various animations 

were created and placed in the first menu item, the idea being to 

present each item in the manual according to the order in which 

it appears from left to right, following the checklist found in the 
manual. For each instrument or button displayed, a green 

highlight appears, as shown in Figure 4. 

This step was not planned with this type of indication, but 

with the feedback given in the meetings and discussions, we 

determined that the first step in the study of the checklist was 

not to start with the checklist steps. In fact, it was more 

interesting to present all the instruments and buttons first before 

moving on to the checklist, using various animations of objects 

and instruments. 

The prototype, which ended up acquiring the unexpected new 

feature described above, now featured the item in the menu that 

makes it possible to understand not only the names and 

functions of the buttons but also the kind of movement it 

performs. If this movement is a turn, it is evidenced in terms of 

three dimensions: whether it is, for example, 45 ⁰ or 90 ⁰, whether 

it is a push/pull-type button, or whether it is an on/off switch. 

As such, it is possible to closely visualise the movement of the 

mixture control, which consists of a button and a lever that must 

be pressed at the same time. 

Therefore, in this second proof of concept, the goal was to 

demonstrate the panel in a better way than the pictures in the 

aircraft manual, where it is difficult to clearly observe the controls’ 

design, format and movements, as shown in Figure 5. In short, 

an aircraft manual presents 2D images, making it difficult to 

visualise the array of controls and understand whether each is a 

rotate, push/pull or press button. 

Thus, the goal was to demonstrate the panel in high definition 

and to include animation and interaction, as shown in Figure 6. 

This app is very specific to a checklist approach and the panel 
components, which makes it different to other applications such 
as X-plane. The focus of our app includes a didactical 

 

Figure 1. Proof of Concept.  

 

Figure 2. A life-size panel that can be viewed at home using a smartphone 
and a banner printed marker.  

 

Figure 3. A small-size ‘pocket’ panel that can be visualised anywhere, anytime 
in a ubiquitous approach.  

 

Figure 4. Each instrument and controls are presented to the user. 

  

Figure 5. Typical images presented in aircraft manuals, where full 
visualisation can be difficult (Cessna 150 Aircraft Manual).  
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explanation for each instrument. The Cessna 150 starting engine 
checklist [24] was used here, as shown in Figure 7. 

4.2. Enhanced proof of concept 

At this point, greater interaction with the user was pursued, 
with the same checklist presented and the user asked to perform 
the movements of the lower control panel.  

It will only be possible to start the aircraft (start the engine) in 
this AR simulation if all the buttons have been executed with the 
correct movement and in the correct order. At the end of this 
step, the engine is started, and the audio will confirm the 
complete verification of the checklist in addition to a message. 
Following discussions with all those involved, it was understood 
that these features would bring gamification to the app, as the 
pilot feels challenged ‘to hit’ the movements and finish the 
checklist perfectly, and as a reward, the engine will start. This 
stage is still under development, but its concept and technologies 
have already been finalised. 

Flight instructors, pilots and students were involved in this 
experiment. 

5. THE EXPERIENCE 

The prototype was tested by students, pilots and instructors. 
The experience involved the following steps: 

• Explaining the objectives of the study; 

• Obtaining the participants’ consent; 

• Reading the orientation on how to use the app; 

• Using the app in front of a banner as a marker for the 
AR. The user can be standing or seated and can move 
in front of the panel;  

• Using the app with a banner marker in A0 size and with 
a little marker printed on half an A4 page. In the first 
case, the user can see the AR panel in full scale (life-
size). In the second case, the user can move the little 
marker using their hands and manipulate the panel 
position so that it can be visualised comfortably; 

• Filling out a questionnaire for reflection and sharing 
points of view 

The tests were performed with instructors, as can be seen in 
Figure 8, while the experience also involved students preparing 
to gain their PP license, as shown in Figure 9. 

6. RESULTS 

The results demonstrated that the virtual 3D model is highly 
realistic and will prove useful for the pilot through the feature of 
simulating failures in the instruments in order to check whether 
the pilot had paid attention to the flight indicators or even 
whether the aircraft has deficiencies in the human interface 
design, which should be corrected or controlled during the flight. 
The prototype features various animated controls and items that 
promote interactive and complex tasks in different situations. 
The app can help the pilot to be more confident, faster and more 
secure when flying. Meanwhile, ensuring that less time is spent 
on the checklist in a real aircraft or a flight simulator will reduce 
the costs of the process and increase the safety with AR training. 
Furthermore, the use of AR improves the pilot’s situational 
awareness (S-A) [25] in perceiving, comprehending and 
projecting future actions in scenarios in which S-A and the 

 

Figure 6. In an AR app, it is possible to identify that a specific control is not a 
button but a lever. The animation clearly shows how to execute the 
procedure.  

 

Figure 7. The checklist items used in this experience (Cessna150 Aircraft 
Manual).  

 

Figure 8. Flight instructor testing the AR app.  

 

Figure 9. Student testing the AR app. 
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system’s mental models are important for minimising human 
error. Table 1 presents example information and comments that 
allowed us to conclude how useful this application can be for 
pilots and students, and even for companies that need to improve 
their training resources. 

7. CONCLUSION 

This was merely a preliminary study, and more students, pilots 
and instructors will be invited to participate in future tests of the 
system. In addition, flight engineers and physicians will also 
become involved so as to increase the diversity in the evaluation 
of the system as part of the HCD method. It will be important 
to ensure that this application goes beyond the data and 
information that can be found in aircraft manuals and the 
existing procedures. It will also be crucial to improve the app 
such that it can capture and share the knowledge and background 
of qualified pilots, instructors and all stakeholders who may have 
novice pilots. This will help promote a complete experience, 
improve security, ensure better quality flights and good tolls, and 
will present mutually beneficial teaching methods, transferring 
the knowledge and experience of flying. 

 Unquestionably, this study can be useful for the aircraft 
industries and for professionals such as those operating in the 
medical industry, where medical practitioners can receive more 
information to support the human cognitive and health fields in 
terms of, for example, medical operation procedures. Essentially, 
the AR method is independent of the field of application. 
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